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Angiology: Open Access Journal is an internationally well recognized periodical among established open access journals on vascular diseases. The journal covers all major topics of experimental and clinical research on circulatory, lymphatic system, and vascular diseases. The articles published by the Journal forms a reliable source of updated knowledge for practicing Angiologists, vascular surgeons and cardiologists.

Angiology: Open Access Journal was established in the year 2013. The Journal has been consistently publishing peer-reviewed articles and has successfully produced nine volumes of scholarly communications at the rate of four issues per year. In the previous year the Journal has published 10 articles that included original research and review communications. Some of the notable articles were on walking ability of patients with stable peripheral artery disease (PAD), Effects of Carbon Dioxide Angiography on Endothelial Functions in Lower Extremity Arteries. Over the recent years the clinical research focuses and funding on vascular medicine, more particularly on vascular diseases have seen a substantial rise.

"Angiology Open Access" offers the most exhaustive and solid data relating to the most recent advancements in the field. The Journal likewise puts stock in progressing new theories and opinions by methods for its excellent Reviews, Perspectives, and Commentaries. Accordingly, the substance distributed in the diary is unique and exhaustive.

Compositions are exposed to thorough companion survey, where acclaimed researchers that are essential for the article board are engaged with this interaction to increase the value of the examination discoveries. The unprejudiced and straightforward audit measure guarantees the most noteworthy distribution norms.

The editorial process at "Angiology Open Access" is ergonomic and smoothed out. The handling time for an original copy is ideal and the creators can ready the benefit of advance online distribution, upgrading the writer perceivability and improved references.

There seems to be a great potential and prospects of clinical research on vascular diseases. In this context the Journal has formulated special issues focusing on the implications of COVID-19 on vascular diseases for analysis and optimization of best clinical practice as well as for successful outcome of vascular surgery. I take this opportunity to invite authors from all regions of the world to contribute their valuable research findings and expert opinions in these special or regular issues of the journal for rapid turnaround time, efficient editorial processing and potential publication in the upcoming issues. I also welcome the editorial board members and reviewers who have joined us recently and I convey them my best wishes for compilation of the subsequent issues of the journal.
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